We characterise the evolutionary dynamics of influenza infection described by viral sequence data collected from two challenge studies conducted in human hosts. Viral sequence data were collected at regular intervals from infected hosts. Changes in the sequence data observed across time show that the within-host evolution of the virus was driven by the reversion of variants acquired during previous passaging of the virus. Treatment of some patients with oseltamivir on the first day of infection did not lead to the emergence of drug resistance variants in patients. Using an evolutionary model, we inferred the effective rate of reassortment between viral segments, measuring the extent to which randomly chosen viruses within the host exchange genetic material. We find strong evidence that the rate of effective reassortment is low, such that genetic associations between polymorphic loci in different segments are preserved during the course of an infection in a manner not compatible with epistasis. Combining our evidence with that of previous studies we suggest that spatial heterogeneity in the viral population may reduce the extent to which reassortment is observed. Our results do not contradict previous findings of high rates of viral reassortment in vitro and in small animal studies, but indicate that in human hosts the effective rate of reassortment may be substantially more limited.
Abstract
We characterise the evolutionary dynamics of influenza infection described by viral sequence data collected from two challenge studies conducted in human hosts. Viral sequence data were collected at regular intervals from infected hosts. Changes in the sequence data observed across time show that the within-host evolution of the virus was driven by the reversion of variants acquired during previous passaging of the virus. Treatment of some patients with oseltamivir on the first day of infection did not lead to the emergence of drug resistance variants in patients. Using an evolutionary model, we inferred the effective rate of reassortment between viral segments, measuring the extent to which randomly chosen viruses within the host exchange genetic material. We find strong evidence that the rate of effective reassortment is low, such that genetic associations between polymorphic loci in different segments are preserved during the course of an infection in a manner not compatible with epistasis. Combining our evidence with that of previous studies we suggest that spatial heterogeneity in the viral population may reduce the extent to which reassortment is observed. Our results do not contradict previous findings of high rates of viral reassortment in vitro and in small animal studies, but indicate that in human hosts the effective rate of reassortment may be substantially more limited.
Author summary
The influenza virus is an important cause of disease in the human population. During the course of an infection the virus can evolve rapidly. An important mechanism of viral evolution is reassortment, whereby different segments of the influenza genome are shuffled with other segments, producing new viral combinations. Here we study natural selection
Introduction
Genome sequencing has provided multiple insights into the evolution of the influenza virus. At the global level, sequences collected from circulating strains of the virus have enabled the identification of codons in the virus evolving under positive selection [1, 2] , and demonstrated the importance of interactions between selected alleles [3] [4] [5] . Collected sequence data have been used to understand the global migration dynamics of different seasonal strains [6] [7] [8] and to make predictions for the future evolution of the virus [9] [10] [11] . Considering infection at the level of a single host, sequencing technology has been used to explore the evolution of the influenza virus over the course of a single infection and during the process of viral transmission [12, 13] . Studies of this form have highlighted both the potential for rapid changes in sequence composition within a series of transmission events, as well as diversity in the antigenic properties of a viral population within a single host [14] [15] [16] . Experiments conducted in ferrets have considered the within-host evolution and transmission of novel viral strains [17] [18] [19] [20] .
While some phenotypic properties of the influenza virus can be understood in terms of genetic changes occurring within a single gene [21] , interactions between genes have increasingly been identified as of importance for viral evolution. For example, evidence for epistasis in influenza has been found between variants both within single influenza genes [22] [23] [24] and across different gene segments [25] [26] [27] , including the occurrence of permissive mutations which facilitate protein evolution and immune escape. A key multi-gene effect in influenza dynamics is the process of reassortment, whereby distinct influenza viruses within a single cell produce viruses with novel combinations of genome segments, potentially leading to the emergence of new, beneficial strains [28] ; evidence for frequent reassortment has been identified in global viral populations [29] . While precise rates of reassortment are hard to quantify, both in vitro and in vivo experiments have suggested that reassortment between compatible strains of influenza occurs readily [30, 31] . Although the extent of reassortment in experimentally induced infections can depend upon the number of viruses received by a host [32] , viral transmission gives a sufficient dose for within-host reassortment to be observed in small animal infection [33] , suggesting that reassortment plays an important role in within-host viral dynamics.
Quantitative modelling of within-host influenza infection has a long history [34] , but it is only recently that sequencing studies have provided the necessary information to fit evolutionary models to data. Standard techniques for detecting selection, such as dN/dS, are not appropriate for such populations, in which the time-scale for evolution is extremely short [35, 36] . Homologous recombination is rare [37] [38] [39] , or potentially non-existent, such that selection acting upon one variant may, via linkage disequilibrium, cause changes in allele frequency across a single segment. Under the influence of selection, a population evolves according to a 'fitness landscape', which describes the expected within-host growth rate of each virus as a function of viral genotype [40] . Given time-resolved sequence data, approaches which account for the haplotype structure of the viral population have been applied in order to infer the core components of this landscape as it influences viral evolution [41, 42] . However, even in these inferences, the potential role of reassortment has not been considered. Given anything other than a rapid rate of reassortment, linkage disequilibrium between alleles in different segments may have an effect on viral dynamics.
Studies of within-host influenza growth and transmission have been conducted in a variety of animals, including birds, dogs, ferrets, pigs, horses and small mammals [13, [43] [44] [45] . Such studies are of great inherent importance, and have long been acknowledged as contributing to our understanding of human infections [46] . However, from the specific perspective of human health, while ferrets in particular provide a valuable model for understanding influenza infection [47, 48] , studies conducted in human hosts remain the ultimate reference point.
We here describe results from one of the first studies to examine influenza evolution in humans from the perspective of time-resolved viral sequence data, which describe in detail the process of viral evolution as it occurs. Using longitudinal viral sequence data collected from subjects in two related influenza challenge studies (described in previous publications [15, [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] ) we evaluate how fitness effects shape within-host viral evolution. Using a maximum likelihood approach, we infer the location and magnitude of the selective forces underlying observed changes in the genotypic structure of the viral population. Capturing reassortment in real time on the scale of an infected individual has been noted as a difficult task [55] . Here, using an inference method which incorporates the effect of linkage disequilibrium between alleles on distinct viral segments, we estimate the effective rate of reassortment within the viral population in human subjects on the basis of changes in the genetic composition of the viral population observed over time.
On the basis of the collected data, we infer that selection acting upon variants in the HA, NP, and PA viral genes is responsible for driving within-host evolution in the subjects from which data were collected. Further, we find strong evidence to suggest that the effective rate of reassortment between variants found on different gene segments is limited, such that linkage disequilibrium between alleles on different segments is maintained throughout the course of an infection. The inferences derived via our model are consistent with previous findings that the extent of within-host recombination is linked to the dose of virus received by a patient. Our results are reconcilable with reports of high reassortment rates in in vitro and small animal studies given a scenario in which the absolute rate of reassortment is high, but the within-host influenza population is spatially distributed, forming a metapopulation within a patient. We conclude that interactions between variants on different viral segments may substantially affect within-host viral evolution.
Results

Model
Our approach to estimating reassortment rates is based upon some elementary principles of population genetics. Given the relatively short length of an influenza infection, and the large number of viruses created during that infection, changes in the viral population are driven by the influence of selection. Selection changes allele frequencies over time, favouring individuals with variants that grant beneficial traits to the virus. However, the manner in which allele frequencies changes under selection depends upon whether variants at different nucleotides are free to change in a manner independent from one another, or whether they are linked together, perhaps by physical linkage, through epistatic effects, or via a lack of reassortment. Examples of how different reassortment rates affect the evolution of a system are shown in Fig 1. Here we exploit this idea to make the converse step, using observed changes in the genetic composition of multiple viral populations to infer the rate of reassortment within human subjects. Our model exploits the fact that, within a single segment of influenza, short sequence reads may potentially describe alleles at more than one locus. Such reads grant direct information into the associations between alleles in a single segment. These multi-locus data can be exploited to gain a clearer view of the evolution of the population; [42] .
Under our approach, we first identify sites in the influenza genome at which polymorphism exists, and at which the minor allele frequency changes significantly over time. The set of observed polymorphisms is used to construct a set of potential virus-wide haplotypes, from which variant alleles are observed. We then construct a model under which the frequencies of viral haplotypes change in frequency over time under mutation and selection, and under the effect of reassortment between viral segments. A likelihood optimisation method is used to fit the model to the data under a wide range of possible rates of reassortment, allowing an inference to be made of the effective rate of reassortment between segments. Full details of our model are given in the Methods section. Representation of a three-locus system with large population size, and in which rapid reassortment wipes out linkage disequilibrium between alleles at different loci. The 'A' variant (red) is under mild negative selection, the 'G' variant (green) is under strong positive selection, while the 'C' variant is under weak positive selection. B. Given the rapid rate of reassortment, alleles at each locus evolve deterministically over time in accordance with the selection acting upon them. C. Representation of the same system, now with no reassortment. Alleles now evolve according the changes in the frequencies of full sequences in the population; each horizontal row indicates a set of sequences with one of four distinct three-locus genotypes. D. While the initial state of the system, and magnitudes of selection are unchanged, the fates of the red and blue variants are reversed. The AGT genotype is the fittest of the four genotypes; in a process known as genetic hitchhiking, the deleterious red variant is carried by the green to fixation. In a process known as clonal interference, the beneficial blue variant is wiped out in the competition. E. Representation of the same system in which there is finite, but limited reassortment between the variants. F. Given limited reassortment, the association between the red and green variants is gradually eroded so that the red variant is lost over time. After an initial decline, formation of the maximally fit TGC haplotype leads to the blue variant increasing in frequency over time. 
Data summary
The data used for this study were next-generation sequencing samples generated from two human challenge studies with influenza A/Wisconsin/67/2005(H3N2) virus [56] . Briefly, individuals enrolled in these studies were inoculated intranasally with an influenza H3N2 viral inoculum and monitored throughout maximal symptom development, a total of 7 days. The two studies differed in the treatment given to individuals. In the first study, individuals received standard treatment, with oseltamivir being administered on the evening of the 5th day post-challenge. In the second study, individuals received either standard treatment or early treatment, defined as the administration of oseltamivir on the evening of the 1st day post-challenge. As such, subjects were divided into two cohorts, a 'standard treatment' cohort, and an 'early treatment' cohort ( Table 1 ). The viral inoculum used for both studies consisted of a genetically heterogeneous population of virus generated from passaged viral reference strain A/Wisconsin/67/2005(H3N2). The virus was passaged 3X in chicken cells, 4X in eggs and 2X in vero cells. Subjects were challenged with doses of the viral inoculum ranging from 3.08-6.41 log 10 (TCID 50 /ml) [57] . Previous analysis of this experiment showed there was no association between the inoculum dose and whether the challenge subject became infected [58] . For those subjects who were infected, there was no association between the inoculum dose and the degree of disease symptoms or the magnitude/duration of viral shedding [58] .
Nasal wash samples were collected daily and tested for the presence of virus using culture or quantitative PCR. Those samples containing virus (a total of 60 samples out of 266 samples obtained) and the viral inoculum, were sequenced at the JCVI, as described in [59, 60] . The next generation sequencing pipeline at the JCVI uses both the Illumina HiSeq 2000 and Ion Torrent platforms to compensate for platform specific errors [19] . The sequences from both platforms were used in this analysis. Sequences were obtained for 42 of the nasal wash samples from 17 subjects. As this analysis infers selection based upon on the trajectory of variant frequencies over the course of infection, we excluded samples from 4 individuals (Flu008, Flu010, Flu015 and Flu5017) who were only sequenced at one time-point. The remaining dataset consisted of 38 samples from 13 individuals (six of whom received early treatment and seven of whom received standard treatment), with between two and five samples per subject. Data showing the distribution of read lengths and the depth of sequencing are shown in S1 and S2 Figs. Sequence data are available from the SRA with the project accession number SRP091397. Single locus model
Considering data from all time-points and all individuals, polymorphisms were identified at a total of 110 loci (nucleotide sites) across the influenza genome. Allele frequencies at these loci measured across time, which we refer to as trajectories, are shown in S3-S10 Figs. The inoculum sample was used as a proxy measurement of the population establishing infection within each host. Trajectories were assessed using a single-locus model of allele frequency change (c.f. [61] ), looking for statistically significant deviation from a neutral model, under which the frequency of an allele remained constant over time. Applying this model a total of 16 loci, distributed across six of the eight influenza genome segments, showed potential evidence of nonneutral allele frequency change (Fig 2; equivalent data by segment are shown in S11 Fig) . The absence of evidence for significant allele frequency change in either the NA or NS segments implies the absence of strong positive selection in each case. In NA the emergence of drug resistance mutations, notably the amino acid substitution H274T arising from the nucleotide variant C820T, has previously been reported following prolonged oseltamivir treatment in an immunocompromised host [62] . However, no such event was observed here, in either the standard or the early-treatment populations.
Single-gene, multi-locus model
A single-segment, multi-locus model (SGML) [42] was applied to alleles at the potentially selected loci, accounting for the correlations between alleles that arise due to the lack of homologous recombination in influenza segments. Under this method, short-read data from each segment are used to identify potential haplotypes spanning the segment [63] . Considering potential haplotypes, we note that in a case where two alleles are observed at each of n different loci, a total of 2 n potential haplotypes may exist. However, where reads span multiple loci, and these multi-locus reads indicate limited diversity across sites, the number of potential haplotypes required by the model may be reduced. Potential segment-wide haplotypes were used under a model of mutation and selection to construct the most parsimonious model of selection acting within each segment, inferring the initial frequency of each haplotype and noting that selection at one locus may explain a change in allele frequency at another. Under the assumption of a consistent model of selection acting across all individuals, we identified potential evidence for selection at 9 loci, found in the HA, NP, PA, and PB2 segments ( Table 2) . A negative epistatic interaction between two variants in the HA segment was also inferred; negative epistasis implies that each variant incurs a fitness penalty in the presence of the other, in addition to its inherent effect upon viral fitness. This reduction in the number of potentially selected sites confirms the importance of linkage disequilibrium in influenza dynamics; changes in allele frequencies that under the single locus model appeared to result from the direct effect of selection were often better explained by the indirect effect of selection acting at another locus. For example, four different loci in the PA segment were identified as having significant changes in allele frequency using the single locus model, but when the segment was considered as a whole, selection at locus 1680 was sufficient to explain the changes observed across all four loci; adding selection at a second locus did not significantly improve the ability of the multi-locus model to fit the data.
Multi-gene, multi-locus model
Inferences of selection. Data were further evaluated using a multi-segment, multi-locus (MGML) model, which allows for the modelling of linkage disequilibrium between loci on different segments. Segment-wide potential haplotypes constructed in the SGML model were joined across segments, constructing multi-segment potential haplotypes. In so far as no short reads spanning viral segments were available, all possible combinations of segment-wide haplotypes were incorporated in this model. Given these haplotypes, a model of mutation and selection was used to fit the data, this time accounting for the potential effects of reassortment in the model. As detailed in the Methods section, our model assumes that reassortment occurs as it would in a well-mixed viral population, such that any two viruses in the population have an equal probability of exchanging genetic material. As such, we refer throughout to an "effective reassortment rate", describing the extent of reassortment between random viral segments in the host; we note that this value may differ from the absolute rate of reassortment within a single cell. Reassortment was assessed by calculating the overall model likelihood across a finite range of reassortment probabilities r = 0, r = 1, and r = k × 10 −m for k 2 {1, 2, . . ., 9} and m 2 {1, 2, 3}. All loci identified as potentially being under selection in the SGML model were included in this inference. With the NP segment, while the C372T variant was not identified as being under selection by the SGML model, polymorphisms at this locus were identified in multiple individuals; this locus was also included in the MGML inference.
Under an initial application of the MGML model, in which the effective rate of reassortment between segments was set to zero, selection was inferred to act at a total of four loci across the influenza genome (Table 3) . Fitting a consistent fitness landscape to data from all 13 individuals, evidence for selection was inferred in the HA segment against the variants C516A and G1258A, in the NP segment, against the C327T variant, and in the PA segment against the T1680C variant. Evidence for epistatic effects between variants on different segments was found, with the best fitting model inferring epistasis between pairs of alleles on the HA, PA, and NP segments. However, the signal suggesting epistasis between variants within HA was lost. Thus, including interference effects across segments into the model led to a reduction in the number of loci at which selection was inferred.
Of the four variants for which evidence of selection was found, two, in the HA segment, are associated with non-synonymous substitutions. These substitutions have been documented in a previous analysis of these sequence data that focused exclusively on subjects from the first challenge study [15] . The variant at locus 516, representing the amino acid substitution H156Q on the HA1 peptide, has previously been linked with adaptation to the in ovo environment [64, 65] , while the variant at locus 1258, representing the amino acid substitution G404D (the 75 th residue of the HA2 peptide), was identified as decreasing viral stability, such that the variant virus was less immunogenic in a ferret host [66] . As such, within-host evolution in HA appears to be driven by purifying selection for the reversion of passaging adaptation, and a gain in viral stability. Calculations based upon the inferred haplotype frequencies show the increase in the frequency of the reverted HA genotype, in addition to a general decrease in sequence diversity when measured in terms of information entropy; details are given in S12 Dividing subjects by the treatment they received, inferences of selection were conducted across subjects receiving either the standard or early treatment regime. Similar results were obtained in each case, with selection being inferred on the four alleles mentioned above in each case. Within individuals under the standard treatment regimen, selection was also inferred to act in favour of the G865T variant in PB2; this variant was detected as being polymorphic in a single subject, in whom it increased in frequency over time. Differences in the inferred epistatic parameters were also evident for each model. However, a comparison of separately-and jointly-inferred models of fitness, calculated using the Bayesian Information Criterion, favoured a model of consistent selection acting across all individuals (Table 4) ; this model is represented in Fig 3. As may be observed from the figure, the inferred landscape has a single peak, representing the consensus sequence of the virus before passaging, with variants that increased in frequency during passaging incurring a fitness cost when the virus is returned to a human host. In general, as further mutations away from the consensus sequence are accumulated, viral fitness decreases, with the exception of the variants in NP and PA, between which positive epistasis was inferred; here positive epistasis implies that each variant imparts a fitness benefit to the virus in the presence of the other, offsetting the inherent cost of each variant. Inferences of effective reassortment rate. Repeating the inference of selection at nonzero effective reassortment rates led to different rate-specific inferred fitness landscapes. However, after the optimisation of selection parameters, more rapid reassortment rates gave substantially worse fits to the data such that the best overall fit was obtained at a effective reassortment rate of zero (Fig 4) and with the fitness landscape described above. Considering the dataset as a whole, this model gave a improvement, measured via the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), of more than 50 units over a model with reassortment rate of 1 × 10
, indicating very strong support for a low rate of effective reassortment [67] . Our model implies that linkage between sites on different genome segments had an important role in the observed dynamics of the system. Examination of allele frequencies within different segments provided a qualitative understanding of the low inferred rate of reassortment ( Fig 5) ; in some subjects allele frequencies within different segments changed in a non-monotonic and apparently correlated manner (allele frequencies for all trajectories included in the MGML model are shown in S13 Fig). A lack of reassortment would directly explain these observations. Firstly, alleles which are in linkage disequilibrium change frequency in a correlated manner. Secondly, while alleles evolving under constant selection are expected to change frequency in a consistent direction, linkage disequilibrium between alleles can produce non-monotonic change via clonal interference and hitchhiking effects.
Subject-specific likelihoods for the rate of reassortment were also recovered from the data. Under the assumption that a consistent fitness landscape applied to the virus across all subjects, non-zero rates of reassortment were sometimes inferred. For example, in the subject Flu5020, the maximum likelihood effective rate of reassortment was calculated to be 0.005 gen −1 (Fig 6A) .
In many cases the magnitude of reassortment could not be determined with high precision. We note that, in general, high rates of reassortment may be difficult to infer directly from sequence data of the form considered here, in which each read describes alleles only from a single segment, with no multi-locus, multi-segment data. Specifically, a model of limited reassortment can produce a good fit to the behaviour of a system with very rapid reassortment, by fixing the linkage disequilibrium between cross-segment loci to be close to zero. As such, an inference of reassortment rate in a system with rapid reassortment, or in which there is no initial linkage disequilibrium, will produce a flat likelihood curve, with little potential to identify reassortment correctly. By contrast, in a system with significant linkage disequilibrium, and where reassortment is slow, there is far greater potential for a distinction to be made between proposed reassortment rates. An illustration of this effect, based upon simulated data, is shown in S14 Fig. In a system with rapid reassortment, inferences conducted using models with high and low reassortment rates give similar results. However, in a system without reassortment, there is a clear preference for the model in which the rate of reassortment is correct. In the real dataset, inferred frequencies for the data from subject Flu001, in whom the uncertainty in the inferred reassortment rate was greatest, show that both low and high reassortment rates produce similar model fits (S15 Fig). Exploring the idea that the extent to which reassortment can be inferred is indicative of the reassortment rate itself, we obtain a result consistent with previous studies that have reported a link between the size of the inoculum dose used in experimental influenza infections, and the extent of reassortment between segments [32]. We consider as a proxy for the extent of recombination the magnitude of change in the subject likelihood function between the optimal value and that obtained for a model of rapid reassortment. While this 'flatness' of the likelihood function is determined both by the initial extent of linkage disequilibrium between alleles and the reassortment rate, all subjects were inoculated from the same viral stock, such that the former parameter is likely to be relatively consistent between infections. Given that doses were varied in only one of the two challenge studies, our ability to identify a link is somewhat limited. Nevertheless, as shown in Fig 6B, an increased inoculum dose was associated with a decreased likelihood difference between models (p = 0.028), suggestive of a positive relationship between reassortment rate and inoculum dose.
Validation against simulated data. The ability of our approach to infer selection and reassortment parameters were validated against simulation. A low reassortment rate was successfully inferred, with variance between the inferred selection parameters being consistent with previous simulation studies [42] ; in some cases it is possible for sets of selection parameters which contain compensatory errors to give a good fit to the correct relative haplotype fitness values. More details are given in S1 Text and S16-S18 Figs.
Discussion
We have applied a novel multi-segment model of within-host evolution to data from infections in multiple individuals during two influenza challenge studies. Our approach for inferring selection is conservative with regard to the quantity of information contained within next-generation sequencing data, and in preferring simpler explanations of variant frequency change. Using our approach, we infer the key evolutionary effects influencing the adaptation of the within-host population in the human subjects under study.
Building upon previous approaches for inferring selection from influenza populations [41, 42, 61] , our method infers selection not only at the level of events occurring at a single locus, or within a single segment, but across the entire influenza genome. As inferences were conducted across greater numbers of loci, in the SGML and MGML models, a decrease was observed in the number of loci at which selection was inferred. While the single locus test identifies potential non-neutrality at 16 loci over 6 gene segments, under the MGML model, selection was inferred to apply at only four of these positions within three gene segments. Two reasons likely underlie this reduction in the apparent complexity of the selective model. Firstly, due to linkage disequilibrium, selection acting at one locus can cause changes in the frequency of alleles at multiple other loci; inter-segment associations between alleles may cause changes in the frequencies of alleles not directly under selection. Accounting for linkage disequilibrium between alleles reduces false positive inferences of selection caused in this manner. Secondly, as more data are brought into the model, the model penalty for adding another parameter for selection increases. Where a polymorphism is observed in only a single individual, evidence of genuine selection may not be sufficient to be detected by our model, leading to false negative calls of selection. As such, our inferences describe the core set of fitness effects shaping the evolution of the virus, rather than a comprehensive fitness landscape.
Across all subjects, we infer the key driver of evolution to be the reversion of mutations in HA acquired during passaging before inoculation into individual patients. However, selection was further inferred for variants in the NP and PA segments. The time of administration of oseltamivir to patients did not have a statistically significant effect upon the inferred fitness landscape. Although the emergence of oseltamivir resistance has been documented as having arisen during a single infection [68] , in this case no evidence of drug resistance was observed; with regard to the genetic composition of the virus, drug therapy had no apparent impact. While early oseltamivir treatment led to reductions in the severity of symptoms and the length of infection [69] , it did not have a distinct evolutionary effect on the viral genome.
Among the variants identified as being under selection, those occuring in HA could be attributed to the reversion of mutations acquired during passaging. The variants C327T in NP and T1680C in PA are both synonymous in nature, and identifying a biological rationale for selection acting upon them requires a little more speculation. Both variants were called as polymorphisms in all subjects, though the explanation for how these variants could affect viral fitness is less clear. One possible explanation would be that the variants interfere with a packaging signal within the vRNA. Packaging signals are a necessary component in the selective packaging model for the influenza virus, which asserts that there is some specific element within the primary sequence of the viral RNA ensuring that each of the eight gene segments is incorporated to new virions [70] . While the packaging signals so far identified have tended to be within the UTRs rather than the coding regions of the segments, a few exceptions to this rule exist [71, 72] . However, none of the packaging sequences identified within the coding regions for NP or PA coincide with the loci described here.
Another possible explanation for selection occurring on the synonymous mutations is that these variants interfere with the secondary structure of the viral RNA [73] , structure being potentially related to viral fitness due to the need for the RNA to have a specific thermal stability [74] . For example, the synonymous variant C327T in NP identified by this analysis as under selection is located within a region of highly conserved secondary structure [75] . This region, spanning nucleotides 1031-1250 (numbers indicating the (+) RNA), has been characterized as having high stability. As such, this variant (at position 1193 of the (+) RNA), may be neutral or beneficial within the in ovo environment, but confer a fitness disadvantage in the human challenge subjects. While secondary structural elements have been identified within the PA segment [76] , the regions described have not included the locus 1680, noted here.
In addition to inferring selection for specific variants, we also inferred the presence of epistatic effects acting between alleles in different segments of influenza. Following the discovery that reassortment viruses generated from distinct strains do not reassort in a random manner [77] , a considerable body of literature has been developed studying the propensity for gene segments from distinct viruses to be separated, or found together, following a reassortment event. More formal statistical approaches for identifying associations between segments have been developed [78] . Biases in reassortment have been found in human influenza A and B viruses [79, 80] , in cell culture [78, 81] , and in swine influenza viruses [82] . The focus of this study is somewhat different to these, being concerned with the rate at which effective reassortment takes place rather than what is produced given a reassortment event. Nevertheless, epistasis is an important factor in our study due to the potential for linkage disequilibrium to be maintained between alleles on separate segments via epistatic effects. By accounting for epistasis in our model, we separate the maintenance of linkage disequilibrium caused by epistasis from that arising from a lack of reassortment such that our result cannot be fully explained by non-random reassortment between segments. Our model infers the existence of epistatic interactions between the HA, NP, and PA segments. However, our study is not the ideal vehicle for which to consider such factors; the study of more diverse strains in an environment in which there was rapid effective reassortment would be desirable for making such inferences.
The restricted extent of effective reassortment between segments inferred during the course of infection is perhaps the most surprising result of our study, with a model of zero reassortment granting the best fit to the data. This result was supported by extremely strong model evidence, with a model of low reassortment providing a far better explanation of the data than a model with rapid reassortment. Our model is limited in so far as it requires the polymorphisms in a segment to be observed at significant allele frequencies; as such, our estimates of reassortment were made across a subset of the segments in the influenza genome. Our result should also be understood in proper context; a lower implied within-host reassortment rate does not contradict observations of reassortment events in global influenza populations.
Our study contains a result matching earlier findings in suggesting that the rate of reassortment within a host is linked to the dose received by a single patient. However, our study contrasts with previous work in the extent of reassortment that was observed; while we identify low reassortment rates, an earlier study noted 86% of viruses reassorting during the course of a single infection in a case where a guinea pig was infected with 10 6 PFU of virus [31] . We suggest that these results may be reconciled under the assumption of a metapopulation model of infection (c.f. [83, 84] ) in which interactions between viruses are limited by spatial diversity within the host. Such a model is well-supported by existing knowledge of influenza virus; viruses in cell culture form distinct plaques [85] , while genetically distinct influenza populations have been observed at different locations within a single ferret [19] , implying that viruses are not uniformly distributed throughout a host. Under such a model, reassortment, as a local process occurring in single cells, will tend to occur between viruses that are genetically more self-similar than viruses drawn randomly from the population; the effective rate of reassortment, as we define it, will be lower than the absolute rate at which segments are swapped between viruses. Assuming a constant absolute rate of reassortment throughout the host, the rate of effective reassortment will be a function of the local genetic diversity of the population, which itself will depend upon the number of distinct viruses founding an infection in any given region of the host respiratory system. As the total number of viruses founding infection in a host increases, more, and therefore statistically more diverse viruses, found each local infection, such that the observed extent of reassortment also increases. This understanding suggests that in a larger host, where the respiratory system occupies a larger physical space, more viruses would be required to create the same local genetic diversity, and hence the same observed rate of reassortment; given the same infectious dose, the observed rate of reassortment will be lower. Our study does not oppose the vital role played by animal experiments in understanding influenza infection. However with specific regard to reassortment, experiments conducted in vitro or in small animal experiments may over-estimate the effective reassortment rate that might be expected in a human infection. Multi-segment effects may have a substantial and previously under-appreciated role in the evolutionary dynamics of within-host influenza.
Methods
Sequence processing
The SAMFIRE package [63] was used to call time-resolved multi-locus sequence variants from the data. High quality short reads were identified using the criteria of a median PHRED quality score of at least 30, trimming sequences where necessary to obtain this. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were then identified from reported nucleotides with PHRED score at least 30, for which at least 10 reads, and at least 2% of the reads in a sample, reported the variant. To account for possible PCR bias, variant alleles were only considered if they were identified in at least two samples from the dataset. SNP trajectories, describing the frequency of each SNP over time, were calculated.
In order to quantify the influence of selection, a conservative estimate was made of the extent of noise in the reported sequence data. Under the assumption that changes in allele frequency over time resulted purely from noise, the extent of noise was characterized within the framework of a Dirichlet multinomial model. Where in a given individual i, n a i ðtÞ is the number of copies of a variant allele observed at the polymorphic locus a at time t, and N i a ðtÞ is the total number of alleles observed in this individual at this locus at time t, we calculated the mean allele frequency across all readsq 
Single-locus (SL) model
Given an estimate of the extent of noise in the sequenced data, a likelihood model was used to identify potentially non-neutral alleles across the influenza genome using a single-locus model of selection similar to those applied in earlier studies of viral evolution [61] . Here, for data from allele a within individual i, we generate a set of model allele frequencies q i a ðtÞ, calculating the model likelihood as
and comparing models using the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) for model selection [86] ; under this comparison, a difference of 10 in BIC values indicates strong evidence for the more complex model [67] . In fitting a model to data, our model assumes a "generation time", representing a round of intracellular reproduction, as occurring in 12 hours [87] . Fitted models describe the deterministic evolution of an allele frequency under either a neutral model, or a model of selection for the allele in question. In order to account for potential hitchhiking effects, we also examined a time-dependent model of selection, in which a different magnitude of selection was used to model selection between each pair of samples within an individual.
Neutral model:
Constant selection:
Time-dependent selection:
At the single-locus level, time-dependent selection was considered so as to identify significant non-monotonic changes in allele frequency, as might occur via linkage disequilibrium between alleles; in further models where linkage disequilibrium between alleles was explicit to the model, only models of constant selection were considered. As in the models described below, fitness differences between viruses are understood to arise from differences in the respective within-host growth rates of genetically distinct viral strains.
Single-segment multi-locus (SGML) model
Where more than one variant occurs within a single segment, selection at a single locus may result in changes in the genetic composition of the virus across multiple loci [88] ; under such conditions, single-locus measures of selection can produce misleading results [89] . A multilocus model was used to account for such effects. Data within each segment were compiled to call multi-locus variants across potentially non-neutral loci. Multi-locus variants were then used to construct a set of potential viral haplotypes for each segment. Our approach to haplotype reconstruction, implemented within the SAMFIRE package, is two-fold by design. Given only single-locus reads, the number of potential haplotypes in a segment is an exponential function of the number of loci at which variation was observed. However, given multi-locus reads, limitations in the diversity of the population may be directly observed. Firstly, therefore, we infer a set of potential segment-wide haplotypes sufficient (though perhaps not necessary) to explain the observed multi-locus data, with no concern for the frequencies at which these haplotypes may or may not exist in the population. Secondly, we fit an evolutionary model describing mutation and selection to the variant data, under the constraint that the population is composed of the identified segment-wide haplotypes in some proportion at each recorded point in time, the frequencies of these haplotypes changing according to the evolutionary models. Mutation was modelled as occurring at constant rate between haplotypes:
where q a (t) is the frequency of the haplotype a in the popluation at time t, and the sum is conducted over haplotypes differing from a by a single nucleotide. The mutation rate was assumed to be μ = 10 −5 per cite per replication cycle [90] . Selection was modelled to occur deterministically, changing the frequencies of different viral haplotypes according to their fitness.
where the sum is conducted over all haploytpes b, and the fitness of haplotype a is determined by exp(σ a ), where
is a sum of single-and multi-locus (i.e. epistatic) terms, over variant nucleotides i, j, k, . . ., contained within the haplotype a. Hierarchical models of fitness were considered, gradually increasing the number of component terms in the fitness model, and using BIC to select the model giving the best explanation of the observed changes in viral genetic composition [41, 42] .
Multi-segment multi-locus (MGML) model
While reassortment between influenza segments is potentially a rapid process [31], associations have been observed to exist between alleles on different segments [91] . Further to previous modelling approaches, an inference was made of the effect of reassortment upon the viral dynamics, via the use of a multi-segment, multi-locus model. Sites in each segment at which potential non-neutrality was inferred in the multi-locus model were combined, forming potential viral haplotypes spanning all segments at which selection had been inferred. As above, selection and mutation were evaluated across haplotypes, the fitness of any given viral genotype being calculated at the multi-segment haplotype level. However, in addition, reassortment was evaluated between segments, being modelled to occur between haplotypes with probability r:
where q a now denotes the frequency of viruses with a specific multi-segment haplotype, and q a,g (t) is the total frequency at time t of viruses having the same alleles as a across all loci in the segment g. The precise mechanism via which influenza segments are packaged into virions is a subject of ongoing research [92] . Following our assumptions of a large, well-mixed influenza population, we here assume a multi-parental model of reassortment, whereby reassortment occurs freely between a proportion of viruses in each generation. Recalculation of statistics under a strict bi-parental model of reassortment reproduced our key inference of a low effective reassortment rate; see S1 Text and S19 Fig. Given a Poisson model, we note that an equivalent reassortment rate ρ can be calculated as:
In the above model, reassortment occurs between random genotypes in the population, as would occur if the population was well-mixed. In the same way that the effective population size is used in population genetics to seek to quantify the extent of genetic drift in terms of an idealised population [93] , the statistic we measure in this way describes an effective reassortment rate in the viral population. We note that this effective rate may be significantly lower than the absolute rate of reassortment between viruses, as in a case where reassortment primarily occurs between viruses with similar genotypes.
In order to reduce the computational cost of the calculation, the multi-segment model was evaluated only across sites within each individual at which polymorphism was identified; as such, selection for a genetic variant was only considered to affect the evolution within a host if the variant under selection was observed in that host. Polymorphic loci in an individual form a subset of the total set of loci; individual-specific multi-segment haplotypes were constructed as a projection of the complete set of multi-segment haplotypes onto these loci, evaluating the effect of a consistent model of selection on the dynamics of each system. Calculations involving reassortment rate were conducted across a range of values of r. Subject-specific estimates of reassortment were derived from the component of the likelihood function corresponding to the data from that subject. A further measure quantifying the extent of evidence for limited reassortment in an individual subject was calculated as the normalised difference between the maximum likelihood reassortment model at any value of r, and under a model of rapid reassortment.
where N was the total number of datapoints collected from that individual.
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Code
Code for the MGML model is available from http://websvc.gen.cam.ac.uk/*cjri2/MGML. The SAMFIRE code contains the single-locus model and is available at https://github.com/ cjri/samfire. The SGML code is available as part of a previous publication [42] . 
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